We will consider the geometric and physical aspects that permit introduction of the socalled a -characteristics for studying the behavior of electromagnetic field components in the vicinity of a set of points with fractal properties. To estimate the acharacteristics, possible algorithms are formulated, namely a geometric one involving evaluation of the Hausdorff measure and an analytical algorithm permitting the Hausdorff measure to be evaluated through application of fractional derivatives and integrals.
INTRODUCTION
A great majority of real physical systems are of fractal nature in the respective range of scale sizes, characterized by the values of one or more respective fractal dimensions. Studies of a number of physical phenomena (such as small-angle scattering of X-rays, anomalies in the power-law dependences upon frequency of the electrical resistance or electrical energy dissipation [ 11, energy radiation and interaction of electromagnetic waves with impedance surfaces [2, 31, etc) have revealed the close relation of their performance to fractal properties of the boundaries and media involved. The possibility of the fractional calculus application to electrostatics was demonstrated in paper [4] .
FORMULATION
The well known technique of approximating to non-coordinate boundaries through covering the surface with simple compacts (like rectangles, circles, or ellipses) [5] permits application of numerical algorithms for solving boundary-value problems of electrodynamics. Let us extend the technique of covering the boundaries and domains of existence of the electromagnetic field to the case of a smooth contour possessing fractally distributed geometric points over its certain section (physically, a highly jagged (rough) portion of the contour). To 
RESULTS
The charge (current) density jAy/(k+Jg,) of ( k + r n ) generation is determined as E equality / j a = /(ja,.r,)dHa , where T , -vector, defining tangential plane is valid.
We have installed the formula of connection between integrals of the second type (from the a -forms) and integrals of the first type (in respect of Hausdorff-measure).
The further development of the theory is carried out on the basis of interpretation of Dirac delta-function, which is determined as the a -forms.
Electromagnetic field in fractal medium follows Maxwell (Abel) equations in the terms of a -forms and a -characteristics:
We obtain fractional Green's function for the Helmholtz equation in the terms of the acharacteristics with the relevant fractal boundary conditions [6-81.
CONCLUSION
Generalizing the schemes outlined to include a -differintegral forms Dirac deltafunction will promote construction and further analysis of such mathematical models that would permit an adequate description of actual electromagnetic processes at fractal boundaries or in fractal media themselves (e.g., in the problems concerning {(artificial)) dielectrics, complex media and metamaterials, or power emission by ((thick)) contours and surfaces, etc).
